CONSIGNMENT SALES - family sets price & donates 25% commission to BHNPS

Our popular consignment sales (seller sets the price of each item & then BHNPS gets 25% commission) are held at the end of Term 1 and during the November Kindergarten orientation. Please look out for the Consignment sales dates in the school newsletter as these dates approach. The newsletter will also contain the blank price tags for the seller to complete.

While it is permitted for our students to wear generic bottle green jumpers, scarves etc... only genuine BHNPS school uniform items, in good condition, are acceptable to be sold as part of the consignment sales.

Any money collected and/or unsold items must be collected by the sellers within two weeks of the Consignment sales otherwise these will both be treated as donations to the school. Due to limited space we are unable to store items for any future consignment sales. It is the sellers’ responsibility to remember to collect these from the shop.